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Bering Land Bridge National Preserve
Western Arctic National Parklands

Serpentine Hot Springs

Introduction

Inupiat Eskimos call this place lyat, meaning “cooking pot” or “a site for cooking.”
During the Gold Rush era of the early twentieth century, it was called Arctic Hot Springs.
Most people know this place as Serpentine Hot Springs. It is located in Bering Land
Bridge National Preserve. The most popular visitor destination in Bering Land Bridge,
Serpentine Hot Springs offers opportunities for healing, recreation or simply solitude.
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The Past 100 Years

Dummy text. What is less well known to the general
public is that almost two-thirds of Jefferson’s original collection of books was destroyed in a disastrous
ﬁre on Christmas Eve of 1851. While many of those
volumes have subsequently been replaced, there are
still hundreds of titles missing.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way to
raise the necessary funds and rebuild Jefferson’s
library. Through a worldwide search, the Library is
making every effort to replace the missing volumes
in the same editions as those owned by Jefferson.

Geology

Dummy text. In 1776 Jefferson sounded the call for
freedom in the Declaration of Independence with
words that have come to symbolize liberty and
equality to millions of people around the world.
Jefferson’s and America’s declaration:
We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness,
has inspired the spirit of liberty around the world.
This illustrated biography, with essays by leading
scholars, is the companion volume to the Library’s
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The rest of this is dummy text. Another Library
bicentennial project is under way to raise the necessary funds and rebuild his library. Through a worldwide search, the Library is making an effort to replace
missing volumes. All the replaced books will be featured in the exhibition. At the same time, an
admirable effort is under way to digitize the voluminous Jefferson Papers.

All the replaced books will be featured in the
Jefferson exhibition. At the same time, an admirable
effort is under way to digitize the voluminous
Jefferson Papers and put them onto the Library’s
American Memory web site.
While many of those volumes have subsequently
been replaced, there are still hundreds of titles missing.
Indeed, the Library of Congress is one of Thomas
Jefferson’s principal legacies. The wide range of his
interests determined the universal and diverse
nature of the Library’s collections and services.

major exhibition on Jefferson. Another Library
bicentennial project is under way. Indeed, the
Library of Congress is one of Thomas Jefferson’s
principal legacies. The wide range of his interests
determined the universal and diverse nature of the
Library’s collections and services.
At the same time, an admirable effort is under way to
digitize the voluminous Jefferson Papers and put
them onto the Library’s American Memory web site.
While many of those volumes have subsequently
been replaced, there are still hundreds of titles missing.
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Renovating Lady Liberty

Introduction

The Statue of Liberty National Monument ofﬁcially celebrated her 100th birthday on
October 28, 1986. The people of France gave the Statue to the people of the United States
over one hundred years ago in recognition of the friendship established during the
American Revolution. Over the years, the Statue of Liberty has grown to include freedom and democracy as well as this international friendship.
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About the Statue

Dummy text. What is less well known to the general
public is that almost two-thirds of Jefferson’s original collection of books was destroyed in a disastrous
ﬁre on Christmas Eve of 1851. While many of those
volumes have subsequently been replaced, there are
still hundreds of titles missing.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way to
raise the necessary funds and rebuild Jefferson’s
library. Through a worldwide search, the Library is
making every effort to replace the missing volumes
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Dummy text. In 1776 Jefferson sounded the call for
freedom in the Declaration of Independence with
words that have come to symbolize liberty and
equality to millions of people around the world.
Jefferson’s and America’s declaration:
We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness,
has inspired the spirit of liberty around the world.
This illustrated biography, with essays by leading
scholars, is the companion volume to the Library’s
major exhibition on Jefferson. Another Library
bicentennial project is under way. Indeed, the
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in the same editions as those owned by Jefferson.
All the replaced books will be featured in the
Jefferson exhibition.
At the same time, an admirable effort is under way to
digitize the voluminous Jefferson Papers and put
them onto the Library’s American Memory web site.
While many of those volumes have subsequently
been replaced, there are still hundreds of titles missing.

Library of Congress is one of Thomas Jefferson’s
principal legacies. The wide range of his interests
determined the universal and diverse nature of the
Library’s collections and services.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way.
The Library of Congress is one of Thomas
Jefferson’s principal legacies.The wide range of his
interests determined the universal and diverse
nature of the Library’s collections.
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National Historic Site

Fort Brown

Introduction

Palo Alto Battleﬁeld National Historic Site preserves the 3,400-acre scene of this clash
between nations and informs visitors about its national and international importance. As
the only unit of the National Park Service with a primary focus on the U.S.-Mexican War,
Palo Alto Battleﬁeld also interprets the entire conﬂict. In an effort to turn a scene of conﬂict into a place of bi-national exchange and understanding, all research and interpretation conducted by the park reﬂects perspectives of both the United States and Mexico.
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The U.S.-Mexican War

Dummy text. What is less well known to the general
public is that almost two-thirds of Jefferson’s original collection of books was destroyed in a disastrous
ﬁre on Christmas Eve of 1851. While many of those
volumes have subsequently been replaced, there are
still hundreds of titles missing.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way to
raise the necessary funds and rebuild Jefferson’s
library. Through a worldwide search, the Library is
making every effort to replace the missing volumes
in the same editions as those owned by Jefferson.
All the replaced books will be featured in the
Jefferson exhibition. At the same time, an admirable
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effort is under way to digitize the voluminous
Jefferson Papers and put them onto the Library’s
American Memory web site. While many of those
volumes have subsequently been replaced, there are
still hundreds of titles missing.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way.
Indeed, the Library of Congress is one of Thomas
Jefferson’s principal legacies. The wide range of
his interests determined the universal and diverse
nature of the Library’s collections and services.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way.
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The Siege of Fort Texas

Dummy text. What is less well known to the general
public is that almost two-thirds of Jefferson’s original collection of books was destroyed in a disastrous
ﬁre on Christmas Eve of 1851. While many of those
volumes have subsequently been replaced, there are
still hundreds of titles missing.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way to
raise the necessary funds and rebuild Jefferson’s
library. Through a worldwide search, the Library is
making every effort to replace the missing volumes
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Library’s American Memory web site.
volumes have subsequently been replaced, there are
still titles missing. Indeed, the Library of Congress is
one of Thomas Jefferson’s principal legacies. The
wide range of his interests determined the universal
and diverse nature of the Library’s collections.
We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness,
has inspired the spirit of liberty around the world.
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All the replaced books will be featured in the
Jefferson exhibition. At the same time, an admirable
effort is under way to digitize the voluminous
Jefferson Papers and put them onto the Library’s
American Memory web site. While many of those

From the French Declaration of the Rights of Man,
to Masaryk’s Declaration of Independence, to freedom’s cries from Tianenmen Square, Jefferson’s
words are still a signal for arousing men to assume
the blessings and security of self-government.

Dummy text. In 1776 Jefferson sounded the call for
freedom in the Declaration of Independence with
words that have come to symbolize liberty and
equality to millions of people around the world.
Jefferson’s and America’s declaration:

illustrated biography, with essays by leading scholars,
is the companion volume to the Library’s major
exhibition on Jefferson.

We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all Men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among
these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness,
has inspired the spirit of liberty around the world.
From the French Declaration of the Rights of Man,
to Masaryk’s Declaration of Independence, to freedom’s cries from Tianenmen Square, Jefferson’s
words are still a signal for arousing men to assume
the blessings and security of self-government. This

Another Library bicentennial project is under way.
Indeed, the Library of Congress is one of Thomas
Jefferson’s principal legacies. The wide range of
his interests determined the universal and diverse
nature of the Library’s collections and services.
Another Library bicentennial project is under way.
Indeed, the Library of Congress is one of Thomas
Jefferson’s principal legacies. The wide range of
his interests determined the universal and diverse
nature of the Library’s collections and services.

